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Complex verbs and the theory of
trevel ordering
Geert Booij

1. INTRODUCTON

Bottr Dutch and English have a number of complex verbs that are (obligatorily
or optionally) inflected as weak verbs, although the corresponding simplex verbs
are always sftongly inflected. In (l) I give a few Dutch examples:l

(l)

strongi

weak:

stofzuig(en)

'lit. to dust suck,

zuig(en) 'to suck'

to vacuum-clean'
beeldhouw(en)

'lit. to statue hew, houw(en) 'to hew'

to sculpture'
blokfluit(en) 'to play the
[= lit. block flute]'

recorder

fluit(en) 'to whistle'

These facts ask for an explanation, because verbs derived from strong verbs
normally remain strong, as is illustrated in (2):

(2)

gaa(n)

past tense:
ging

'to go'

'wgnt'

'gone'

ondergaa(n)

onderging
'underwent'

ondergaan2

kocht
'bought'

gekocht

'buy'
verkop(en)

verkocht

verkocht

'sell'

'sold'

'sold'

verb:

'undergo'
kop(en)

past pqrticiple;
gegaan

'undergone'

'bought'

In this paper, I will discuss how Íris difference in inflectional behaviour
between t}rese two classes of complex verbs can be explained. After a preliminary section on percolation, I will discuss the analysis of this difference in
Auíhor's address: Vakgroep Taalkunde, Vrije Universiteit, P.O. Box 7161, l0O7 MC Amsterdam,
The Netherlands
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Íerms of level ordering as proposed in paulissen and Zonneverd (19gg)
in
section 3. In Section 4, r present my own anarysis that does
not make use of
level ordering, but crucia[y depends on the craim t]rat verbal
compounds in
Dutch only arise through the reinterpretation of certain morphological
sffuctures.
section 5 draws the conclusion that level ordering is not thË

account for the inflectionar behaviour of comprer verbs

righi mechanism to

in

Durc-"h.

2. PERCOLATION

The regularity observed in (2) that prefixed verbs derived
from strong verbs
remain strong can be accounÍed for by assuming *rat
diacritic morphological
fegtures such as [strongi percorate from the base verb
of a comprex verb to the
whole verb. This is ilrustrated for the complex verb verrap(en),ta

sell,in

(3)

ver

[+v]

(3):

r)

Istrong]

This requires some explanation since koop does not seem
to be the head: veris a category determining prefix: it not only creates verbs from
verbs, as in (3),
but also from adjecti_ves (e.g. gee|yefiaw' -s verger(en) ,to
become yeilow,)
and nouns (e.g- bed'bed' --, verbedden'to changeLos'j.
Tne.erore, according
to Lieber (198r) it wourd count as the head. on the other hand,
the feature
[strong] of the prefixed complex verbs is inherited from their base verbs.3
is no problem in the theory of percoration proposed in Lieber (19g9), This
who
distinguishes between Head percoration and nait
up pe.colation. Back Up
Percolation is the assumption that a feature specification
can also be percolated
from the non-head, if the head is not specified for tt,ut feature
and there is a
'prope_r path' for percolation, i.e. the syntactic
category of ttre node from which
something is percolated is non-distinct from that of
the dominating node.
Therefore, the feature strongl can be percorated
from
the base verb to the
'

dominating verbal

node.4

3. LEVEL ORDERING

Paulissen and Zonneveld (1988) argue that the
difference observed above
between, for instance, snfzuig(en1 and verkop(en)
can be accounted for by
means of the hypothesis of revel ordering proposed

in Kiparsky (r9g2)

for
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English. Kipars§ proposed three linearly ordered levels of morphological rules.
Similarly, Paulissen and Zonneveld propose the following three levels for Dutch

(with the relevanf morphological rules mentioned):

(4)

level 1: irregular inflection, verbal compounding
level 2: nominal compounding,

N

+

V

conversion

level 3: regular inflection

This hypothesis explains the regular (i.e. weak) inflection of the vetb blokíluit(en): at level 2, nominal compounds such as bloffiuit 'recorder' are formed,
and these nominal compounds can at the same level be converted to verbs.
Consequently, the verb blokÍluit(en) is a potential input for level 3, where it
will be subjected to regular inflection. Thus, we get the weak past-tense sg.
form bloffiuitte in stead of the strong past-tense form blofflooÍ. The same
explanation applies to the following verbs in -lach(en) 'to laugh' derived by
conversion from the corresponding nominal compounds: sclaterlach(en) 'lit. to
roar-laughter, to roaÍ with laughter', glimlach(en) 'lit. to shine-laugh, to smile',
grijnslach(en) 'lit. to grin-laugh, to sneer'. Although Íre past tense of lach(en)
is weak, its past participle is strong (gelachen instead of the weak form
gelacht). Yet the complex verbs in -lach(en) all have past participles in -r:

geschaterlacht, geglimlacht, gegriinslacht. Exactly t}re same pattern of facts as
that for bloffluit(en) can be observed for the English verbs Ío grandstand
(grandstanded/*grandstood) (Kiparsky 1982) and to ioy-ride (1oy-ridedl*iolrode) Qinker and Prince 1988: 126), both derived from nominal compounds.
However, level ordering is superfluous for the prediction of the weak
inflection of verbs hke joy-ride and blokfluit(en). ln Íte case of ioy-ride rhe
feature lstrong] cannot percolate because conversion creates headless sEuctures,
as observed by Williams (1981). In other words, there is no proper path along
which the feature [strong] can percolate upwards. In the case of the Dutch verb
btokÍtuit(en) the feature [strong] is not even available for percolation, because
the noun fluit 'fllte' is not derived from ttre verb fluit, bttt raÍher vice versa.
Bloffiuit(en) cannot be seen as an NV verbal compound with the verb Íluit(en)
derived by means of conversion from the noun fluit as its head, because in
Durch Íre process of verbal compounding is unproductive:s

(5)

v

v

I

I

N

N

--l-^--"\

NN
tl
lv
joy

NN
ride
Istrong]

tl

blok

fluit
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Thus, we do not need level ordering to expliain the weak nature of verbs
derived from nominal compounds.
How do Paulissen and Zonneveld (1988) explain the weak character of
Dutch verbs l*e stofzuig(en) and beeldhouw(en) (see l), according to them
verbal compounds formed at level l? To account for this they assume that at
level 1 tle Right Hand Head Rule applies as far as the determination of the
syntactic category of ttre created word is concerned, but not wittr respect to
diacritic and morphosyntactic features such as [strong] and [gender]. In other
words, in the case of the verb stofzuig(en) it is only the feature [+V, -Nl that
pe.rcolates from zuig to the dominating node, but not the feature [strong]. They
suggest that independent evidence for this 'suppression' of the Right Hand Head
Rule is found in the observation that at level 1 percolation of the feature for
gender (de-word or fter-word) can also be blocked, in this case by the semantic
feature [+human], witness pairs like het materi-aal 'Íhe material' versus de
koloni-aal 'colonial soldier'. Note, by the way, that stictly speaking it is not
the Right-hand Head Rule that is suppressed, because this rule only determines
which constituent of a complex word is the head. Rather, what is meant here is
that there is a restriction on the kind of feature being percolated from the head.
Another complication of this explanation of the weak inflection of verbs like
stofzuig(en) is that one also has to stipulate then that the past-tense forms of
verbs Íremselves cannot function as inputs for verbal compounding, a possibility
that Kiparsky (1982) allows for in order to derive pÍst-tense forms such as
withdrew. otherwise tre strong past tense form stofzoog - according to paulissen and Zonneveld (1988) incorrect - could be derived after all instead of
stofzuigde by using the past-tense form zoog as input for verbal compounding.6

4. REINTERPRETATION

In my opinion it is possible to account for the regular inflection of verbs like
of level ordering and the ad hoc suppression of
the percolation of the feature [srong]. It is generally assumed, both for English
(Bauer 1983: 207t1 and Dutch (De Vries 1975), that the process of verbal
compounding is unproductive, and ttrat - and this is crucial for my analysis the existing verbal compounds have been coined by means of back-formation.
For instance, the verbal compounds in (6a) are undoubtedly derived from Íhe
corresponding nominal compounds with a deverbal head in (6b):
stofzuig(en) without making use
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(6a)

stofzuig(en)'to vacuum-clean'

(6b)

[[stofl*[[zuig]verl*lN
'vacuum cleaner'

beeldhouw(en)'to sculPture'

[[beeld]N[[houw]yerl*l*
'sculPtor'

bloemlez(en) 'to make

an

[

anthologY'

buiksprek(en)'to ventriloquize'

[bloem]NI Uez],ringl

*l

'anthologY'
[ lbuik]N [sprek]verlNlN

'ventriloquist'

dwarsdrijv(en)'to

oPPose'

[

ldwars]r [drijv] verlNlN
'oPPonent'

The arguments for considering these verbs as back-formations are that verbal
compounding is unproductive, that the nouns in (6b) were coined before the
conàsponOing verbs in (6a) (and yet the idiosyncratic interpretation of Íhe nouns
,oo. ln their verbal counterparts), and that some of these verbs have a marginal status for many native speakers, i.e., they hardly accept their 'existence"
Apparently, the nominal compounds in (6b) have been reinterpreted as
.o-ii"* words with Íhe structure tttxltxlvlverl*, ànd ttrul 1e get verbal
compounds by removing the deverbal suffix (-er ot -ing). since nominal
verbal
compounds ,uth u. those in (6b) do not get the feature [srong] from the
path
for
the
proper
no
is
there
because
non-ïead of the right constituent
nominal
from
ttrose
(6a)
derived
in
verbs
pe.rcolation of this feature, the
rule of
compounds will not get this diacritic feature either. Hence, the default
verbs.
such
weak inflection will apply to
This analysis of creàting verbal compounds is also applicable to English, and
strengthened by the fact that words in -er and -or without a verbal base can
-be
subjected !o this kind of back formation (cf. Marchand 1969:101;
also
Shimamura 1983; Szymanek 1989:93-95):
(1)

b.

editor
-)
peddler -+
sculptor J
caretaker -+
babysitter -)

handwriting -à

proof-reading

,

to edit
to peddle
to sculpt
to caretake
to baby-sit
to hand-write
to proof-read

Note, however, that according ta Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary (1971)
the past-tense forms of to hand-write and to proof-read ue handwrote and
proofread respectively, unlike what we would expect given their derivational
tirrory.The same applies to to baby-siÍ, according !o Kipars§ (1982) inÍlected
as baby-sat. This can be explained in two ways which do not exclude each
otlrer: ia) verbs like to proof-read are reinterpreted as being coined from the
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corresponding strong simplex verb; (b) the language-user is influenced by
normative considerations. For instance, it is well known ttr,at, besides broadcasted and forecasted, the weak past-tense forms of to broadcast and to forecast
(these verbs have been derived from the compounds broadcast and forecast by
means of conversion) the sEong past-tense forms broadcast and forecast were
propagated by normative grammarians @inker & Prince 1988:126). Consequently, the dictionaries now mention both forms.
The same factors are relevant for Dutch. Confary to what Paulissen and
Zonneveld claim, it is not true that ttrere is always just one correct past-tense
form for the verbs under discussion. In a test conducted with 15 native speakers
of Dutch I found that they were only unanimous with respect to the past-tense
forms of beeldhouw(en) and bekvecht(en): always ttre weak form, if any (a few
speakers could not provide a past-tense form at all). For the verbs bloffluit(en)
and stofzuig(en) boÍh the weak and the strong past-tense forms were given. The
variability of the data is also nicely illustrated by the fact that in Trommelen
and Zonneveld (1986:160) it is claimed that the past-tense form bekvechtte is
ungrammatical, whereas it is given as the only correct form in Paulissen and
Zonneveld (1988). The strong pÍlst-tense form blokflool is of particular inlerest
here because this verb is derived from the nominal compound blolfluit. In the
level ordering theory defended in Paulissen and Zonneveld (1988) this verb
would be derived at level 2, and hence the possibility of the strong form
blokfloot cannot be explained by the suppression of the percolation of diacritic
feafures at level

1.

In

sum, speakers are either aware of the impossibility of coining NV
compounds in the morphological system of Durch, and hence they can only
interpret stofzuigen erc. as reinterpretations of the corresponding nouns (i.e.
reinterpretation has a synchronic status here!) with the concomitant weak
inflection, or they interpret such verbs as NV compounds and hence inflect
them strongly.T

A

second class

of verbal compounds consists of words for which there is no
in -er or -ing from which they can be said to be

existing norninal counterpart
derived:

(8)

bekvecht(en) 'lit

to jaw-fight, to dispute'
mastklimm(en) 'to climb a pole'
zweefvlieg(en) 'lit. to glide-fly'

zweefduik(en)'lit.toglide-dive'
According to Paulissen and Zonneveld (1988) Íiese verbs have weak past-tense
forms.8 This follows again from their status of back-formations, this time from
infinitives. Infinitives belong to a category in between nouns and verbs. Their
nominal nature can be seen from the fact that they select a determiner (het) and
from the fact that they have the distribution of NP's. On the other hand, they
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still have certain verbal properties (cf. Van Haaften et al. 1985). Let us assume,
therefore, that they have at least the feature [+Nl which they share with nouns
which are [+N, -V].e As De Vries (1975:92ff) observes, compounds with
infinitives as their heads are rather productive. Some examples are given in (9):

(9) a.

N+infinitive
[school]lzwemmen]'school-swimming'

b.

lboek][binden]
lhoutl[hakken]
ltouwlltreftken]

'book-binding'
'wood-chopping'
'rope-pulling'

Adv+ infinitive

lhardlllopenl

'fast-walking'

lschoon][springen]'beautifully-jumping'

c.

lsnell

[schaken]

'fast-chess-playing'

Verb+ infinitive

lspele][varen]

'play-sailing'

[hoeste][proesten]'cough-sneezing'

lzweefl[duiken]

'glide-diving'

This is to be expected given the fact that nominal compounds in general me
very productive in Dutch. Like nouns, infinitives occur as the heads of compounds with nouns, adjectives/adverbs or veós as left constituents. Given these
assumptions, it follows that infinitival compounds do not receive the feature
lstrong] by percolation, because there is no proper path for the percolation of
this feature. This is illustrated in (10):
(10)

[+N,

-V]

I

I

bek

[+Nl

I_Níí\
vecht

-en

lstrongl

Thus, tlre past-tense form bekvechtte can only arise through reinterpretation of
the infinitival compound bekvechten as the infinitival form of a verbal compound sÍem bekvecht: Í[bek][vechten)7 --» Ífibek)lvecht])enl, which then receives
the default weak inflection. As a matter of fact, many speakers of Dutch refuse
to make finite forms of such infinitival compounds. This can be interpreted as a
refusal to reinterpret an infinitival compound as the infinitive form of a verbal
compound because verbal compounding is unproductive

in Dutch.
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In my mini-test I got 4 types of answers to the request to make the pastfor words hke zweefduiken: (i) the past-tense form does not exist;
(ii) the weak form zweefduikte; (iii) the srrong form zweefdook; (iv) the form
tense form

dook zweef. When speakers give the first answer, they often come up with the
periphrastic altemative was aan het + infinitive, e.g. was aan het zweefduiken
'lit. was at the glide-diving, was glide-diving', a well known construction for
infinitives. The third answer is to be expected from those speakers who interpret the verbal stem - which is obtained by back formation! - as a compound
with tlre strong verbal stem duik as its head. The fourth answer represents still
another solution, namely reinterpreting zweefduiken as a so-called 'separable
complex verb'. Separable complex verbs are phrasal combinations of a word

(here zweeJ) and a simplex verb (duik). If the simplex verb is strong, Íle
separable complex verb will of course also be strong, because it is still Íre
same verb that is involved, occurring as part of a fixed combination.lo

---..

5. CONCLUSIONS

I would like to conclude tlnt, conftary to what Paulissen and Zonneveld (1988)
claim, the hypothesis of level ordering as a proper means of making generalizations witlr respect io the morphology of Dutch and English is not supported by
the facts concerning the inflection of complex verbs. The seemingly problematic
inflectional behaviour of complex verbs like bekvechten appeared to follow
straightforwardly from their status of back-formations. Thus, level ordering is
not required to account for the relevant facts. Moreover, we could also do away
with ad ftoc restrictions on the percolation of features as proposed by paulissen
and Zonneveld. Note that I do not claim that level ordering cannot handle these
data. Rather, I contend ttrat this mechanism is not supported by the facts
discussed above.

The conclusion conceming the siatus of level ordering for the morphological
of Dutch is in agreement with the findings of Booij (1982) where oÍher
arguments against the level ordering hypothesis as part of morphological thenry -.
are adduced. Similar negative conclusions concerning the role of level ordering
for @nglish) morphology have been drawn by Aronoff & Sridhar (1987) and
theory

Fabb (1988).

Finally, I would like to point out that, contrary to popular belief, the theory
of level ordering is not an essential subttreory of Lexical Phonology. The basic
claim of Lexical Phonology is that phonology and morphology interact in
specific ways, and in particular that the outputs of certain phonological rules are
available as inputs for morphological processes. Whether the theory of level
ordering is a correct theory or not does not affect ttris basic claim of Lexical
Phonology.
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NOTES
1. The citatiqr form of Dutch verbs is the infinitive which consists of the verbal stem followed by
the infinitive suffix -ez (for a few strong veÍbs -n). In order to differentiate between 'citation form'
and 'infinitive' I give the citation forms with -en between parentheses.
2. In Dutch past participles the prefix ge- does not show up before unstressed native pÍefixes.
3. As a matter of fact, only assuming the feature [strong] is a simplification. For instance, some
verbs exhibit the vowel altemation [a] (present) / tu] (past), others the altemation [a] (present) / [i]
(past). Therefore, sone verbs must also be marked for the subset of strong veós they belong to in
oÍdeÍ to trigger the coÍïect rule for the past-tense form.
4. Lieber (1989) argues that the diacritic feature [strong] is superfluous. Strongly inÍlected forms
can also be listed as allomorphs in the lexicon, and a strong past tense form such as verkocht'sold'
will be formed by prefixing yer- to tlle lexically listed allomorph kocht (-ieber 1981). As will be
shown below, the choice between this theory and the more traditional approach with diacritic
features does not aÍfect the argumentation in this paper.
5. Note that English has the noan fluÍe parallel to Dutch fluit, but not the verb to ÍluÍe. It is
remarkable, though that the denominal vetb fluit is strongly inflected, just like the denominal verb
milk 'to milk'. These are cases of 'analogical extension' of the strong inflection pattem. For
instance, originally, fluilen was a weak verb (Van Loey 1964:167).
6. Paulissen and Zormeveld (1988:301, fn.8) account for this by assuming that level I is nur-cyclic,
i.e. after application of the Ablaut-nrle in rhe phonological part of level 1 one cannot Íetum to the
morphological part of level 1.
7. Note that if we assume with Lieber (1989) that there is no diacritic feature [strong], the proposed
explanation still applies. Native speakers who do not accept NV compounds, cannot form e.g.
stolzoog, because this requires NV compounding, the combining of the noun rÍol and the verb zoog.
In the case of blo$luiten the explanation is again the same: the formation of the strutg past-teÍrse
form blo§loot requires NV compounding, Speakers who obey the prohibition an NV compounding
will auomatically apply the rule of weak inflection, and form blo$luitte.
8. Again, this is in contÍast with what Trommelen and Zonneveld (1986:160) claim, namely that
e.g. that zweefvlíeg(en) does not have a past tense form at all.
9. Van Haaften et al. (1985) argue that in order to account for the hybrid character of infinitives
they should be assumed to have the featuÍe set [+N, +V]. For tlre present discussion it is sufficient

to assuÍne that they have at least the feature [+Nl. l-efebvre and Muysken (1988) argue that Quecha
infinitives also bear the features [+N, +V].
10. The orderingof dookbefore zweef is due to ttre mle of Verb Second in Dutch main clauses.
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